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On Kelvin and Poincare-waves in a strip. 1 ) 
1. Introduction. 
In this report we shall consider elementary solutions of the set 
of differential equations 2 ) 
t> u 'vv + i w C, == 0 
i,x +-sy 
(iw+i\)u -Sl.v + ;; = O ( 1. 1) 
.ilu + (iw+ A)v + 1~ = 0., 
which a re defined in the region D: Of:: x ~'ii', 7ib 1 (. y c. 7rb2 (we may have 
b1= - oo and / or b2"" + a;::i ) and which a re such that at x=O and at x='ir 
the following boundary-condition applies J). 
u(x,y) is continuous up to X=O and X= ~ and u(O,y)~o, u(11,Y)=O, 
for 1rb-,t.y <.ub2 • (1.2) 
In the equations ( 1 .1) .D.. and :::'\. a re non-negative rea 1 numbers; w 
is a complex number which we assume, however, to be limited by the 
conditions 4 ) 
Re w > O., 0 ~ Im w <. t\ , ( 1. 3) 
It will be convenient to introduce the complex number X , 
defined by 
Lu -it\ 
w., 
n- ./ 'Y 
- 2 , arg /l ~ O ( 1. 4) 
Since by (1.3) Of arg wl ;·, - ; '-.. arg (w -ii\) L O, we have 
w-ii\. ( · 4) 
- ~ ( arg --- f O, hence the condition in 1. can always be satis-
(,.v 
fied. 
By variation of Im w (between zero and A ) it is easily seen 
that we shall always have 
t\ 
-a re tg 2 Re w f: a rg X b. 0, 
the minimum being attained for Im w ~½A. On the other hand,. if w 
is real then arg A.= -½ arc tg ?:, > - ¾ for all values of ')... . 
Obviously J if I\ tends to zero, ;( tends to one. The factor ;{_ can 
be used for a forma 1 elimination of the parameter /\. from the equations 
(1.1). Indeed, putting w'= jw, £l.'= Sl./X, u 1= J. u, v'= ;(.v., we see 
that (1.1) reduces to 
1) Research carried out under the direction of Prof.Dr D. van Dantzig. 
2) For the physical meaning of the variables and constants we refer 
to foregoing reports. 
3) In physica' terms: the lines X=O and X=~ are coasts. 
4) It may be shown that the second condition is always satisfied if w 
is a free frequency of the system (1.1) in a closed domain at the 
boundaries of which either t=O or n1u+n2v=O (with n1 ,n2 components 
of the normal). 
'clu• + c>v' + . ,_,, C. •O ()X oy l.'<V 
i uJ I U I - .£1.I V I + ~ = 0 
c)X 
_QIU I +i WI V f + ;; = 0, 
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which is formally equivalent with (1.1) when there ).. is taken to be 
zero. We shall not use this formalism in the sequel. But the above 
remarks may illuminate the fact that in the following formulae J 
. 
always will occur in one of the combinations J w , n./ ';( , 'J. u or J. v. 
2. Kelvin- and Poincare-waves. 
We first may try to find solutions of (1.1) for whieh u(x,y).o 
throughout D. In this case the boundary-condition (1.2) is automatical-
ly satisfied. 
Such solutions indeed exist and they are easily seen to be 
( ; (x-1) - i wXy) + 
exp ( - f ( x- f) + i w X y), ( 1 (x- [)-iwi{ y) + 
The constants c0 + and c0 - are arbitrary complex numbers. 
{2.1) 
If C0 -=0 then (2.1) clearly represents a pPogressive wave in the 
direction of the positive y-axis (when the time-factor e1 wt is 
adjoined). If A ~o and accordingly w is positive (and X =='1) then the 
wave is undamped and moves with unit velocity. The particle-velocity 
is everywhere parallel to the coasts but the force of Coriolis causes 
the amplitude of the waves to be increasing towa~ds the right side of 
the wave. If J i1 then the behaviour of the wave is somewhat more 
complicated. If w is real (so that we have strictly periodic motions) 
and A> 0 then we see that the amplitude decreases exponentially 
towards the direction of the wave. Some aspects of these damped waves 
- have been discussed recently by PROUDMAN (1954) and SCHONFELD (1955) . 
. Of course similar statements apply to the case C0 +=0, in which 
case we have a wave in the direction of the negative y-axis. 
We shall call these types of solution Kelvin-waves. 
Another type of solutions of (1.1) which satisfy (1.2) is found 
if we suppose u(x,y) to be proportional to sin nx, nz1(2,... • · 
Let for n=1,2, ••• the functions fn( 1 )(y) and fn( 21(y) be defined 
by 
-3-
f (1)(y) def en + e- f\,.y + en - e _p."-y n 
f (2)(y) def en + e-fal-1'(1.Y - C - e ;vt,...,.Y n n ' 
where 
2 def 2 2 X 2 + r-.2/ X 2 A = n - w ..b... , 
fV'I 
Tr L 'il'" 
- 2 t.. a rg _/1-l,.,_ _ 2 
and + C - are arbitrary complex numbers. 
n 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Then by substitution it is easily verified that we have the 
following solutions of the system (1.1) 
. ll 
f ( 1 )(y)cos nx - l _,µn f ( 2 )(y) 
n ~2 n sin nx 
2 2 2 \:., n w 
-i n + .D.. / X. f ( 1 · ( y ) sin nx 
2 n 
(2.4) 
Xnw 
i._,,u,"" ~f ( 2 )(y)cos nx 
-X..2w '" n 
+ illw f ( 1 )(y)sin nx 1 • 
Df-tn D J 
rrhe waves which result when to this type of solutions the time-factor 
ei wt is adjoined., are called Poincare-waves, these are of a more 
complex nature. 
If A:,O and accordingly Lu is positive and X =1, µn is either 
positive real (if n2- w2+.n. 2 > 0) or a positive imaginary. If Cn-=0 we 
have in the first case something like a standing wave in the x-
direction with an amplitude decreasing exponentially in the direction 
of the positive y-axis. The particles move in elliptic orbits, except 
at the boundaries X=O and~=~, where U=O. In the second case we have 
products of progressive waves in the direction_of the positive y-axis 
and standing waves in the x-direction. The velocity of propagation is 
in this case 
W lv 
cp = = 2 2 2' I ?\1 l V w -n - n. 
hence depending on w and (for fixed n) decreasing to unity if w 
tends to infinity S)_ 
If A> O then the behaviour of the Poincar~-waves is still more 
complex. Si.nee then Re ,1u n J;- 0 we have, for a 11 va 1 ues of n, products of 
damped progressive waves in the direction of th12 y-axis and standing 
waves in the x-direction. But of course, if A is small then either 
the exponential decrease or the progressive-wave-character dominates. 
For more information we again refer to PROUDMAN and SCHONFELD. 
It should be remarked that if t0 is such that for some i.nteger N 
p 1/::::0 then for n=N the solution (2.4) only contains one arbitrary 
constant. It may be verified, however, that in this case solutions are 
5) The group-velocity, 
c =C - 1 and thus is g p 
de -1 
defined by c =C (1- ~ d p) 
' rz p 0 w 
0 VP 
always less than unity. 
proves to be 
~(x,y) = (cN-DNy) cos Nx 
uN(x,y) = - i;f (cN-DNy) 
i 
= - - 2- DN cos X w 
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i Jl. 
2 DN sin Nx X Nw 
sin Nx (2.5) 
..n.. Nx + ~ (CN-DNy) 
X.N 
which can be obtained formally from 
.P-r/n (2)(Y)=DN, w2X 2_ st2/x 2=N2. 
(2.3) by taking fN( 1)(Y)=CN-DNy' 
3. Completeness of the system of Kelvin and Poincare-waves. 
In a certain way (to be made precise below) the solutions 
considered in section 2 constitute a complete system. 
If we a re concerned with flows in the domain O ~ x s 1i, 
1t"b1 s_y ..f 7rb 2 then it is natural to require that l., u and v are 
regular in the interior of the domain and that the only singularities 
will occur at the boundaries and more specially near the corners. To 
be more specific, we shall require that u(x,y) is twice continuously 
differentiable in the semi-closed domain O ~ x ~ 7r, 1rb1 < y ~ 7r b2 • We 
then may prove the following 
Theorem 
If 1° the functions C.(x,y), u(x.,y), v(x,y) satisfy the differential 
equations (1.1) in the domain O <'.x <71", 7rb 1 ,y(. 1rt2 ; 
2° u(x,y) and v(x,y) are twice continuously differentiable for 
os x ~ 7l", 1rb1 <y ('lib2; 
3° u(O,y)=u(n-.,y)=O for 11b1 l.. YI... 11--b2 ., 
+ 
then uniquely determined constants en- (n=0,1, •.• ) exist such that 
cO 
C, ( X, y) = L en ( X., y) 
n=O 
00 
u ( x , y ) = L un ( x, y ) 
n=O 
c» 
v(x,y) = L vn(x.,y) 
n=O 
(3.1) 
wherethe functions tn, un and vn are defined by (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4). 
The series in (4.1) shall converge uniformly in any closed domain 
O t x f lr J 1rb1+ & ~ y 1n-b2- <l with J > O,arbitrary. 
Proof. 
Let l,u and v be given functions which satisfy the conditions of 
the theorem. 
From the equations ('1.1) we have 
u = - x- 1k-2 l i w x ~; + (J1 ix ) ~; i 
v = -;(-'1k-2 l-(ll/;() ~; + iwX !~ ~ J (3.2) 
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6 C.- k2~ = O'> 
where k2 def (...O./,X)2-u},12= w~i7'- ( .n.2-(w-ii\)2} '· 
(3 .3) 
(3 .,4) 
If u and v are twice differentiable, then from (4~1) it appears 
that tis three times differentiable, whence from (3,2) and (3,3) we 
find 
(3.5) 
Now let the functions Cn(y) (n=1,2, .•. ) be defined by 
'jl" 
C (y) def 2 f ( ) d u x,y sin nx x. 
n 11 (3,6) 
0 
Then we have, since u and :~ are continuous for O ~ x f 'ii and u(O,y)= 
=U( 1i ,Y )=0 
2 ( 
7r 
= -
'it"' 
2n f ii u cos 
17- ti X 
0 
nx dx = 
0 
'lx-
2n 2 J 2 
= - -:::::- u(x,y)sin nx ax= -n Cn(y) 
JI Q 
2 
And, sinee ~ is (two-dimensional) continuous, 
oy 
(3 .B) 
(3.9) 
Hence the functions Cn(y), which are derived from the given 
function u(x,y) by (3.6) satisfy the ordinary differential equation 
(3.9). It thus follows, that uniquely defined constants en± (n=1,2, ••• } 
exist, such that 
2 n2;"' 2 -11 Y 
C (y) = -i n + 11. (c + ern + C -
n /\ 2n w n n (3.10) 
when Pn is defined by ( 2. 3) : 
_µ~ = n2- u.} 'X 2+JL2 /)( 2= n2+k2, - ft. arg .f<-nf ; 
Let S be an arbitrarily small positive number. Then since the function 
2 4 is bounded in the closed domain O ~ x ~ 7r, 7rb 1+ .S f y f '7l""b2 - b ~ have from (3.7) and (3.10) 
c + '-' -f'nY + 
n 
- ,,JJ.ny ( 3 IC n ,:.: - = O n - ) , 
uniformly in the interval 
fov suffici~ntly gr~at n, 
rib 1 + ~ !::: y !:: 1rb2 - ~, whence, 
it is tUSLlJ d0~1ved that 
since Re /tn > O 
-6-
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Now let the constants C + be determined by the given function 
n 
u(x,y) in the way indicated above, With these constants we construct 
the functions l (x,y), u (x,y) and v (x,y), as defined by (2.2) and 
n n n 
(2.4). Then, in view of the estimation (3.12) and the fact that 
Re ?n ,vn for n ➔ oo the serit::s 
will converge uniformly in the closed domain D': Q-.5, x £:: 7r., 
,rb1+1t ~ y !:: 'h-b2-io • By (3 ,6) and (3 .10) the sum of the first series 
must be the original function u(x,y). Furthermore the series are 
differentiable term-by-term in D1 and since each of the sets 
(l ,u ,v ) satisfies the differential equation ·(1.1), the set (t1 ,u,v 1 ) n n n 
does so as well. 
From the linearity of the differential equations (1.1) we now 
infer that the set (~1= C..- t. 1 J U 11 =0, v"=v-v 1 ) also satisfies (1.1)., 
which equations reduce to 
.d II 
__ V_ + i kJ ~ I! ::,;: 0 
cl y 
2 c),). ll i w7C vn + _L-._ = 0 ?;y 
a c,11 
-ILv" + -- = O o X ' 
From the first two equations we infer 
~' = Co+ ( x ) e - i w X y + C o - ( x ) e i w X. y 
v!I = x-1 co+(x)e-iwXy -x-1 co-(x)eiwX Y, 
whereas from the third equation we have 
dC + 
0 
+ (J2./X) C ±_ (x) 
--ax == - 0 
hence C + (x) C + + (SL/X)x = e :, 0 0 
-7-
so c," and v" must have the form (2.1) with uniquely determined 
constants C + 0 • 
Remarks. 
1, From the proof of the theorem it is clear that if we are dealing 
with flows in the semi-infinite domain 11b1 <-y <. o0 and C.,u,v remain 
finite for y-¼- c,0, then C11 -=0 for n==0,1, ... , unless "A=O, w is real. 
In the latter case we may have C -10 and C -Jo for those values of 
n ~1 for which ~n is a pure ima~ina ry ( i, ~. for n <. J w 2 - .n.2 ). 
2. It is clear that if (.,J and Sl. are such that "ii w 2-.n.2 is a positive 
integer, the theorem and the proof must be modified somewhat. We shall 
not go into these details however. 
3. In later work we shall meet the case that on the line Y= rb1 , 
0 ~x .s. -r. u(x,y) is continuous except near the points X==O., X="i't', where 
we shall have u(x., 1<b 1 )rvx- 1+ o<.1 , u(x, 11b 1 )~(1r-x)-'1+ot..2, with 
0 '- ol1 ., 2 1. 2. It then may be shown 6 ) that we have 
Cn(n--b 1 ) ""O(n-ol), 
with ot.. = Min ( oL1 , oL2 ). This implies that the series for t.. ( x, y) wi 
converge uniformly up to Y= ~b 1 . 
4. Some auxiliary estimates. 
In the course of following work we shall need some information 
concerning the complex numbers 
y def 
an -
, ✓ 2 
lA D!.v 
_Q~n 
, D=1 1 2, • . , 1 (4.1) 
the inverses of which occur in the formula (2.4) for ~(x,y) in the 
case of Poi.ncare-waves. And especially we want to know whether 
l(n( > 1 or (1. 
A, We shall first consider the case ,\ =0, 2 w real (and hence :;(_ =1). 
In this case 
i Cv 1 = . 
-°-~-
2 J'I.. v 1+ w 
i"\ 
We shall now prove the following statements: 
I. If O < _Q s 1,, and 
O <. w '- .n.. then I t., f 
, O n 
w !:: .fl, then 
w ).fl, then 
rn=i, 
I (n ! > 1, 
t... 1 , 11= 1 , 2 J • • • , 
n==1,2,, •• ., 
n==1,2, •••• 
6) Compare e.g. BROMWICH (1949),p,494, ex.5. 
(4.2) 
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II. If J1 > 1 and 
O ( w < Jl., then \ J"n I <. 1., n=1, 2.,... , 
w = ..Q, then r =i, n=1,2, ••• , ➔.n 2 ----:7 
il '- lU < _0. y1 :s·\:/1 , then \ d n I ) 1, n= 1, 2, •.• , 
-~·Jr -1 
lu .>, SL " / _Q2 +1 , then V _(l -1 2 2 
L <'.'.. ✓w - .D. I v \ ::o: 1 for n ~ _()_ 2 2 • on> ,,, uJ+Jl 
The statements Iri., I,0, IId, IIf,J ~re ~bvious from (4.2). 
If l,tJ ) Jland n 2 >w2 - _n._2 then V1- u) -r- is positive and <. 1, so 
Jn is pure imaginary and I (nl) ~ ) 1. n 
We thu• are left with the cases 10 ) .n, 1 6 n < Jl<J 2 - .n.2 (if n2,,,. w 2 - ..n.2 
then tn= co), In these cases J"n is positive and 
If 
, 2 1,,}n2 t,i+ 112 
Jn = ..11.2( L.u2_ .n2-n2 = 1 + ..112( w 2_ n2-n2) 
/.,<l- .n.2 
l,,}+.12. 2 I. 1, 
• f n 2 _ ..o.2 w2 - SL2 L 
l u..12+ 112 S • 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
clearly dn 2 > 1 for all values of n of the range to be considered 
(1 ~n L.l}-Jl2 ). Since (4.4) is equivalent with 
ulC.n 2-1) /. 112 (-Q 2 +1), 
this situation occurs if either O ,_n~1 or Jl>1 andl,J<ilvj)_~+1 , 
.fl_ -1 
This completes the proof of Ir and II Y,~---, 
2 2 2" 0/ .fl +1 If, however, fl v 1 and t» ~ SJ.. V 2 , we have 
Il -1 
2 2 
-
n2 W __ [1'. 2 2 
1l\L 2 2 t.t.0-Jl, 
{,J +_1.1. 
and from (4.3) we see that in this case 
2 ) ✓-{J2 _(12 V ~ 1 for n = J2 2 - 2 , Jrn.. < < lt) +_(')_ 
which completes the proof of II S. 
B. In the case ;\. > 0 and cu complex the situation is more difficult. 
Here we shall only prove the following partial result: 
If 0 ~ A!::½ i/2 Re w and I c,J +it\. l l Si (4.5) 
then I (n I t... 1 and O L. arg On::: f for n='1.,2, .•.• 
This clearly corresponds with the statements I~ and II d-. made above. 
-9-
Since O = Im w c A, we may put for shortness Re w = w , Im w = 0 AJ 
0 
0 f 0 <-1 • Then 
lv -1(1-0);\ 
l,<.) = wo+i e ;\. , 'X. 2 = _o ______ _ 
w 0 +i0r-
and (4.5) is equivalent with 
o !G A f ½-12 w 0 ; _n_ 2 > w O 2 + ( 1 + e ) 2 A 2 . (4.6) 
Now 
[ ,J)_2 0} 
- ilw -.----,..,.---..,.,,. + 1-2 
- 0 lu 2+( 1- 0)2 ;\ 2 
0 
Henee, by ( 4 .6) 
Re ( .Jl. 2 / X 2 - L,} X 2) ) 
) 
tlt.102+(1+ 0)2 A2~fLuo2_ 8(1- {)) i\. 2} -{tvo2+(1- 0)2 /l.2J[wo2+0 (1-&)A.2~ 
= 
G,b 2 + ( 1- «9 ) 2 i\. 2 
2 8 ;\. 2 [ ( 1 + 13 ) w O 2 - 2.( 1- e ) ( 1 + 6' 2 ) il 2 J 
w 2+(1- 0) 2 A2 0 
since by the first condition (4.6) 
2(1- B )(1+ 0 2 ) 71. 2 f (1- 0)(1+ 02 ) t.-tJ 0 2 t (1+0) w 0 2 • 
Furthermore, by (4.6) 
Im ( J1 2 / X 2 - v.l ;{ 2 ) ~ A W 0 
2 ~ = 1 + D.2/X2-lu2l2 
n n 
So, since , we have 
A1 2 2 
rn h Re - 2 ) 1, Im -r ~ O, 
n n 
for all n=1,2, ••• , 
hence 
l,,u;I .> 1 and 0 L ?n /I arg n I. 4 . 
. y,_2w Lt) -i ;\ w -i(1-0)i\ Finally, 0 since -- = = , 
..ll Sl.. _n_ 
X 2 w I ,2 1;- I.. arg X w I l 1 and - 1f l o. Sl _fl 
o. 
-10-
C bi · th lt '·'e see that for vn--i· X~w Om Dlng 8S8 reSU SI n • O - JL n 
f-<-n 
the desired 
properties follow. 
5. Propagation of energy by Kelvin-and Poincar~-waves. 
We shall now suppose that ~ =0 and that w is real. Then by the 
theorem of section 3 every solution of ( 1 .1) in the domain O !:. x '- 'fl, 
11b1<y < nb2 which satisfies the boundary-condition (1.2) can be 
represented by the series 
where now 
oo 
~(x,y) = ~ ~r/x,y) 
n=O 
u(x,y) 
cO 
-\-
::;:: L_ 
n==1 
c<J 
v(x,y) ~) vn(x,y) , 
n:c=O 
= C0 +exp( J1 (x- f)-iw y)-
i .D;< ~ f ( 1 )(y)cos nx - n 
n n w 
vn(x,y) = 
fn(1)(y) 
c0 - exp(-..D..(x- 2)+ 
f ( 2 ) ( y) sin nx ~ 
n 
We shall now calculate the fellowing integral 
s de f ½ j Re [ \" ( X , y ) • Co ( X , y ) J d X ., 
0 
where C:, denotes the complex conjugate of t,. 
From the differential equatio1s (1.1) it may be proved that 
( 5, "I) 
(5.2) 
c) - J ~ J 
· Re [ ?ix (u C. )+ ry(v C, ) ==0, whence by Gauss 'theorem and the fact that 
U=O for X=O, X= F it followe that Sis independent of y (for 
"Ir b 1 < y " 7Tb 2 ) • 
In an other report we shall motivate that Smay be called the 
mean flux of energy throurh the line Y==Const, 0 ~x ~ flin the direction 
of the positive y-axis. 
-11-
The calculation of Sis most easily effectuated with the aid of the 
following remarks. 
We have ~ ( x., y ) + v ( x, y ) = 2 C ± exp ( + ..0. ( x - "2' ) + i wy) 
0 - 0 0 
C ( x, y) + v ( x, y )= fr ( 1 ) ( y) + 1 ? n f ( 2 ) ( y )\cos nx + Jl sin 
n - n Ln c0 n 1 -n nx). 
Ne,w by direct calculation it appears that both sets { tf n +(x)~ and 
lfn-(x)f , n=0,1, ... , 
where + 
exp ( + n (x- ;)) ., 
ave 
Y?o- (x) == 
lfn+(x)= cos n x + _Q sin nx , 
- n 
n=1,2, .•. ,, 
orthogonal over (o, /I )T) 
Since furthermore 
f e:xp Ct 2 Sl (x- J))dx = 
0 
sh 11 _Q 
_n_ 
, 
(/\( Jl. . ) 2 d Tr ( 1 .J1. 2) j COS DX± n Sln DX X = 2 + ~, 
0 
n 
we have (in virtue of the uniform convergence of the series (5.1)) 
J ~C ±. v I 2 dx = 4 IC O + ( 2 sh;_ fL + 
0 
ip 
n 
Cv 
With these results we find for S: 
/( 
s :,= J ) { IC~+vr 2 - \C.,-vl 2 ~ dX= shtr.iL (le+\ 2- \C - \ 2 ) + 
o o 2n o o 
i ,.u 
, n 
Lu 
fn(2)(y)/2- \rn(1\y)+ 
+ 1 An f ( 2 \ Y ) I 2 l = 
cv n J 
c;) :t i JJ 
= sh J'.:.'t ( l C + \ 2 - \ C - \ 2 ) - ;._ 2 ( 1 + ~) R e~--n f ( 1 ) ( y ) f ( 2 ) ( y ) i . 
2 _D_ 0 0 4 n:::: 1 11 c. '- l.v n n j 
Now f (1)(y) f (2)(v)= le +\2 e:-2y Re_Pn_ \ C -,2 e2yRe/<n + 
n n u n n 
C +-c _ -2iy Im ..P-n 
+ n n e 
2iy Imp 
.,, +,.., - ~ n 
~ ~ e = n n 
7) By application of a criterion of DALZELL (1945) (see also TRICOMI 
(1955))it may be proved that these sets are complete over 12 (0, /1) 
as well. We shall not use this, however. 
-12-
Hence 
Re t ipn f C 1) ( Y) f ( 2) ( Y) ~ = 
w n n 
2Pn +--
{ 
.- Im Cn Cn if 
- _1~1 (\c +12_ \Cn-\2) 
w n 
if f<-n is a pure imaginary (n2~w 2-n.2 ). 
So finally B) 
S == sh it fl. 
2 n 
-
II 
+!j:7 
(\co+\2-ICo-12) + 
2 
(1+ ~) 
n 
- ..n.2 -
)_ ( 1 + -z-) P-n Im ( C n + G n - ) . 
n~) w2_ 112 n 
Formula {5.3) admits a number of statements in physical terms. 
(5.3) 
a). By Kelvin-waves an amount of energy is propagated in the 
direction of the waves, which is proportional to the squared modulus 
of the 11 amplitude 11 • By interaction of Kelvin-waves of different 
direction no energy is propagated. 
b). By Poincare-waves of progressive-wave-type ( µn imaginary, 
n2 t.. w 2- ..n... 2 ) an amount of energy is propagated which is proportional 
to the squared modulus of the amplitude. By interaction of such waves 
of different direction no energy is propagated. 
c) By Poinca re-waves of damped type ( fa<n ~ea 1, n2 > w2 - .a 2 ) no 
energy is propagated. By interaction of such waves of different 
direction energy may be transported, however. 
d). No energy is transported by interaction of Kelvin-waves and 
Poincare-waves nor by interaction of Poincare-waves of different 
index. 
If the region under cons id era tion is infinite: 77" b1 .i.. y i.. oO , and~> 
u and v remain finite for y-\ co we have en+ =0 for those values of 
n ~ 1 for which n2 > u..> 2 - n.2 . Hence the third sum of ( 5 .3) vanishes in 
this case. 
8) If it happens 
~ Im(CNDN), 4N 
that w 2- Jl 2==N2 (Na positive integer)., a term 
where CN,DN are the constants of the solution (2.5), 
should be adjoined. 
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